of a particular new article in the review. The inventors believe that the effectiveness of the program to detect the authorship approximates 85% and is an enviable number. [3] As the web application is still in its beta form, it is likely that its usage would be mainstream. The success of this concept, however unique, is unpredictable as of now but this is likely to be another armamentarium in the editor's kitty.
The flipside of this technology is that it requires first feeding of a written piece by any author (5000 words write-up/article) through its portal to analyze it for further processing. As it is an open application, some user experience have been impressive and promising. [4, 5] Shall first-time authors be subjected to submit a write-up of described words before actual submission of the article would be a pertinent question. As some of the scientific manuscript are authored by many authors in parts so how relevant would this technology be in that scenario is another conflicting aspect. Overall, this certainly is a ground-breaking avenue, and a date with Emma is worth a try.
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Dear Editor,
We read with interest the editorial "Self-plagiarism -Self goal" that lucidly highlights a relevant research misconduct. [1] An interesting development in digital era, of apps and artificial intelligence that we live in, has prompted me to share it as a suitable corollary to the aforementioned article. As rightly mentioned, plagiarism is a noxious insult to ethical and evidence-based research that has many described forms. It has been an integral part of medical research since long and has not limited itself to only low rung journals or predatory publications. Many articles of renowned journals including many citation classics have been found to be afflicted by it. Detecting the practice has been made simpler if not downright foolproof by digital assistants like anti-plagiarism software of various sort that helps editors scan the manuscript beforehand or during the publication process. Their use has been the norm rather than the exception in contemporary peer review process but experts believe that they can still be vulnerable due to the text-match algorithm of most of these software is not suitable to question the authorship of the article in doubt. It falls short to detect author-related plagiarism that includes authors who are involved in plagiarism of their own work as salami slicing or doctoring data or texts from their own previous publications. Ghost authors, as they undertake a free ride to authorship especially when that author is an authoritative figure with influences on his peers or junior colleagues, are also responsible for author related plagiarism. In other words, we can identify the articles, in parts or full, that are plagiarized but are unable to underline the author as culprit. A system is thus required to identify that a particular article does not seem to be written by the said author and thus might suggest some sort of plagiarism involved.
Artificial intelligence bots like Emma Intelligence takes on the challenge of determining true authorship with its inbuilt self-learning and data crunching. According to Aleksandr Marchenko, the creator of Emma Identity, it combines machine learning and natural language processing and is an open authorship identification web application. [2] The technique that it utilizes is stylometric technique of analyzing language and writing style. It is believed to detect the personal style of an author by analyzing piece of his/her written work and to correlate whether or not the person is the same author
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